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Abstract

We investigate the mechanism of high-speed buffer management for output-buffered photonic packet

switches. We propose a buffer management mechanism on parallel and pipeline processing architecture con-

sisting of �log�N � �� pipeline stages, whereN is the number of ports of the packet switch. This is an expan-

sion of a simple round-robin scheduling for determining the delays of arriving packets. The pipeline stages

consist of a prefix operation part and a delay determination part. The prefix operation part determines the rel-

ative delays of arriving packets, assuming that no packet is currently buffered and that all the arriving packets

will be buffered based on round-robin scheduling. We achieve speedup by a parallel-prefix operation in this

part. The delay determination part gives the delays of packets on all theN ports simultaneously, by using the

current status of buffer occupancy and the relative delays. Since the time complexity of each processor in the

pipeline stages isO���, the throughput of the buffer management isN times larger than that of the round-robin

scheduling method. We apply the processing and the architecture to buffer management for asynchronously

arriving variable-length packets. We show the feasibility of a buffer manager supporting 128�128 photonic

packet switches with 40Gbps ports, which provide at least ten times as much throughput as the latest elec-

tronic IP routers. The proposed mechanism for asynchronous packets overestimates the buffer occupancy to

enable parallel processing. We show that the degradation in the performance of the mechanism resulting from

this overestimation is quite acceptable through simulation experiments.
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1 Introduction

To build a core network capable of handling a tremendous amount of traffic on the Internet, it is necessary to

improve the node throughput, as well as to increase the link capacity. Currently, we rely on electronic process-

ing for packet forwarding at nodes such as routers. The node throughput can be improved through advances in

LSI technology and via large-scale distributed or pipelined processing. While the link capacity can be easily

increased by bundling optical fibers, the integration and pipelined processing are likely to limit increases in the

node throughput. One way to increase the node throughput is to introduce a closed domain that is based on a

new, lower layer photonic technology. A promising approach is to use generalized multi-protocol label switching
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Figure 1: An N �N photonic packet switch architecture (N � �)

(GMPLS) [1] over a lightpath topology [2]. However, this approach has problems with complex traffic engineer-

ing and coarse capacity granularity. We thus introduce optical technology into packet switching directly instead

of using the circuit-switching based on lightpath topology.

There are two ways of achieving high-throughput photonic packet switches: increasing the number of the

state-of-the-art line speed ports (i.e., interfaces), or, increasing the line speed with the same number of ports. To

our knowledge, the latest electronic IP routers are capable of 48�10Gbps ports [3], which is almost as much

as electronic processing can handle. In this paper, aiming at applying backbone networks, we investigate a

buffer management mechanism for photonic packet switches supporting 40Gbps ports, which have already been

demonstrated experimentally [4, 5], and find the number of ports supported by our buffer management mecha-

nism. We thus prove that photonic packet switches take advantage over the electronic ones.

For that purpose, we look at the packet switching more closely. The functions of photonic packet switches are

roughly divided into five groups: label lookup (i.e., forwarding), switching, buffer management (i.e., scheduling

or queue management), buffering, and routing. To transfer very high-speed data at rates such as 40 and 160Gbps

without O/E/O conversion, switching and buffering must be handled in the optical domain. In transferring an

extremely large number of packets in a short period of time, however, the process of accessing electronic memory

for label lookup can easily become a bottleneck in packet forwarding. It is therefore desirable for label lookup

to be processed optically. Label lookup (multi-wavelength label analysis [6] and optical code label analysis [7]),

switching [8-10], and buffering [9, 11] can be handled in the optical domain. A photonic packet switch prototype

that has those optical functions is developed [4]. Packet buffering itself can be done in the optical domain using

an optical fiber-delay-line (FDL) buffer (see, e.g., [4, 9]). However, managing the optical buffer still requires

electronic processing, which involves calculation of the delays in the optical buffer and determination of the

FDL to which the packet is directed [12]. By limiting the area in which electronic processing is used, we can

achieve high-performance packet switches. It is therefore important to use a buffer management mechanism

with less time complexity to avoid degradation in the performance of photonic packet switches.

In this paper, we focus on output-buffered N �N photonic packet switches. The output-buffer architecture

provides better delay and/or throughput performance than the input-buffer architecture because it does not suffer

from head-of-line (HOL) blocking [13]. On the other hand, its implementation is difficult because it requires N

times faster switching fabric than the input-buffer architecture. Multiple-input-queue (MIQ) is a feasible solution

to solving the problem of HOL blocking and it achieves the same theoretical performance as the output-buffer

architecture. However, the photonic packet switch on which we focus includes N switches of size � � N , as

shown in Fig. 1. It gives anN times greater number of lines to each output port, which provides functions similar
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to the faster switching fabric. Moreover, MIQ requires central arbitration (i.e., a buffer management method for

MIQ) to avoid packet contention at the output ports [14, 15]. The arbitration mechanism assumes the existence of

a RAM buffer at the input ports. The implementation of an input optical buffer is very difficult because it requires

an optical RAM that is still in the process of being developed. Henceforth, we focus on a direct implementation

of the output-buffer architecture rather than the MIQ architecture.

Since we use an optical FDL buffer to avoid packet contention, we must determine the delays of packets in

the buffer before the packets moving through the interconnected fiber between the optical switch and the buffer

actually reach the buffer. If we employ round robin scheduling, which is a conservative O�N� approach, we

must manage the buffer in the electronic domain N times faster than the port speed normalized by the minimum

packet length. This means that we would have to face a scalability problem as the number of ports increases. In

spite of the need to avoid bottlenecks resulting from electronic processing, no studies have looked at the problem

of speeding up FDL buffer management from the viewpoint of algorithms.

Much effort has been done to speed up buffer management of electronic packet switches such as IP routers

and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switches. There are various speedup mechanisms based on parallel and

pipeline processing. The traditional single-processor model has been developed into a multi-processor model for

high-end IP routers: label lookup is performed at the processor at each port and then buffer management is han-

dled at another processor. A typical example is an approach by MIQ and arbitration [14, 15]. The speeding up

of arbitration is also described [14]. The parallel and pipeline processing requires increasing the number of pro-

cessors or the size of LSI circuitry. However, it offers the advantage of increased node throughput. Advances in

LSI technology including the development of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and application-specific

integrated circuits (ASICs) enable achieving a high node throughput with parallel and pipeline processing. The

problem is that MIQ is not tractable in optical FDL buffer management.

Prakash et al. [16] proposed an output-buffer management mechanism with a time complexity ofO��logN���.

The complexity results from the storing of packets into multiple memories with a constraint that multiple pack-

ets must not be read from one memory at the same time. To calculate the time at which the output port becomes

idle, the authors used a parallel prefix-sum operation [17, 18], where the time complexity is O�logN� using N

processors. We can use this parallel operation to speed up of FDL buffer management.

In this paper, we investigate a high-speed buffer management mechanism for output-buffered photonic packet

switches. We propose a buffer management mechanism on parallel and pipeline processing architecture consist-

ing of �log�N � �� pipeline stages. This is an expansion of a simple round-robin scheduling for determining

the delays of arriving packets. The pipeline stages consist of a prefix operation part and a delay determination

part. The prefix operation part determines the relative delays of arriving packets, assuming that no packet is cur-

rently buffered and that all the arriving packets will be buffered based on round-robin scheduling. We achieve

the speeding up of the prefix operation by using an O�N logN� number of processors, each of which is devoted

to one part of the parallel-prefix operation [17, 18]. The delay determination part gives the delays of packets

on all the N ports simultaneously, by using the current status of buffer occupancy and the relative delays sent

from the prefix operation part. Information about the buffer occupancy is updated in parallel with giving the

delays in this part. Since the time complexity of each processor in the pipeline stages is O���, the throughput of

the buffer management is N times larger than that of the round-robin scheduling method. We first describe the

multi-processing architecture and the mechanism for a buffer management for handling synchronously arriving
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fixed-length packets.

In the mechanism described in Ref. [16] and in the above-mentioned parallel and pipeline mechanism, the

buffer manager is only capable of handling fixed-length packets. However, the length of packets is diverse on the

Internet [19]. If we use the buffer management, we need additional fragmentation from variable-length packets

into multiple fixed-length packets at edge nodes of a closed-domain network or at each packet switch. We also

need optical synchronization [20, 21] of the fixed-length packets, which makes the optical system more com-

plex. To alleviate the burden of such complex processing and to enable of future deployment of photonic packet

switches in the Internet infrastructure, it is desirable to adopt a mechanism handling asynchronously arriving

variable-length packets. A number of buffer management schemes have been developed for photonic packet

switches to support asynchronously arriving variable-length packets [21-23]. However, their time complexities

are equal to or greater than O�N�.

We also extend the parallel and pipeline processing for handling asynchronously arriving variable-length

packets. We confirm the feasibility of its implementation because our mechanism uses a pipeline processing, and

its space complexity is O�N logN�. We expect that the FDL buffer architecture, which does not require large

memory, can solve the problem of the feasibility more easily than the electronic memory buffer architecture.

Through hardware simulation after place-and-route operation, we confirm the feasibility of the FPGA-based

buffer manager for 8�8 photonic packet switches with ��Gbps ports, which are capable of handling variable-

length packets with a minimum size of ��bytes. We also show the feasibility of a buffer manager supporting

128�128 photonic packet switches with 40Gbps ports by using the latest FPGAs. A photonic packet switch

provides at least ten times as much throughput as the latest electronic IP routers. The proposed mechanism for

the asynchronous packets overestimates buffer occupancy to enable parallel processing for delay determination

and updates of the buffer occupancy at the delay determination part. We show that the performance degradation

resulting from the overestimation is quite permissible through simulation experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the photonic packet switch architecture.

The next two sections are devoted to description of our proposed mechanisms. In Section 3, we propose a paral-

lel and pipeline processing mechanism for output-buffer management in photonic packet switches. The packets

are of fixed length and they arrive at the packet switch synchronously. In Section 4, we extend the mechanism

to support asynchronously arriving variable-length packets. In Section 5, we show the feasibility of our buffer

management mechanism through hardware simulation. In Section 6, we show performance of the buffer man-

agement mechanism in terms of delay and packet loss probability through network simulation. Our conclusions

are presented in Section 7.

2 Overview of Photonic Packet Switch Architecture

2.1 Output Buffer Architecture

Several photonic packet switch architectures have been proposed including an input-buffer architecture [8], a

recursive buffer architecture [8], and an output-buffer architecture [4, 9, 21]. We use the output-buffer archi-

tecture without wavelength conversion. Our packet switch is similar to that described in Ref. [4] although the

buffer management mechanism of the former supports asynchronous, variable-length packets while that of the

latter does not.
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Figure 2: Fundamental behavior for packets that arrive at optical buffer. (a) Optical FDL buffer (N � �� B � �)
and packet arrivals (b) Assigned FDLs and relative position (c) Logical packet position

Recall Fig. 1, which shows a photonic packet switch architecture for the use of our buffer management

scheme. The output-buffered N �N packet switch consists of N bufferless packet switches of size ��N ,

followed by N buffers of size N � �. All of the ��N switches and the N � � buffers are optically intercon-

nected in a fully meshed manner. The ��N bufferless packet switches make the label lookup operation faster

by providing photonic label lookup functions [6, 7] to the packet switch. They can handle the switching of asyn-

chronously arriving variable-length packets with precedent activity [24]. The architecture provides ultra-high

node throughput to the packet switch. The N � � buffers are used to avoid packet collision and reduce packet

loss probability.

We use FDLs to compose anN � � optical buffer. The �� � optical buffer architecture is shown in Fig. 2(a).

Each buffer consists ofB FDLs (B � � in this example), anN � �B � �� optical switch, a coupler, and a buffer

manager. The lengths of the B FDLs, fd�� d�� � � � � dB��g, are multiples of unit length D (��D� � � � � �B � ��D,

respectively). The buffer provides discrete-time delays from � to �B � ��D.

2.2 Fundamental Behavior of Buffer Manager

Unlike RAM buffers for electronic node systems such as IP routers, the FDL buffer with its optical straightfor-

wardness property does not allow for the storing of optical packets in the buffer. The FDL buffer only provides

optical packets different delays to avoid packet contention. A destination FDL must be selected for each arriving

packet before it arrives at the FDL buffer. In anN �N output-buffered photonic packet switch, up toN packets

arrive at anN � � optical buffer simultaneously. When we use FDLs, we must implement a buffer management

system to calculate the delays of N packets within time lmin, which corresponds to the minimum packet length.

To better understand FDL buffer management described in the following sections, we first describe the be-

havior of buffer manager using a sequential scheduling mechanism (i.e., round robin scheduling), which is the

basis of our parallel and pipeline processing. Recall Fig. 2, which illustrates packets arriving at an optical buffer
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for n �� � to N do
begin

if (ln �� �) then begin

�n ��
l
q�tn
D

m
;

if �n � B then begin
q �� �nD � tn � ln;
Packet n is given delay �nD; end

else Packet n is discarded;
end

end
q �� max�q � T� ��;

Figure 3: Pseudo-code for sequential scheduling at an N -port packet switch

of a � � � photonic packet switch. The buffer manager has an internal clock (with a frequency of ��T ) that

represents the units of time for sequential scheduling. In each time cycle kT �k � �� �� � � ��, the buffer manager

receives information about the arrival of up to N � � packets that will arrive at the input ports of the optical

switch in the optical buffer in the next cycle (i.e., during 	�k � ��T� �k � ��T �). It determines the delay for each

arriving packet within time T . To handle arriving packets continuously, each time T cycle must be less than lmin

(T � lmin). This constraint is necessary to prevent packets from arriving at the optical buffer before the delay

for each packet has been determined.

We now describe the behavior of the buffer manager in more detail. Let ln denote the length of a packet

observed at port n, and let tn denote the time difference between the starting time of a cycle and packet ar-

rival. Hereafter we will call this time difference an “arrival gap” (see Fig. 2(a)). The buffer manager receives

the length of each packet and the arrival gap as arriving information of a packet. It maintains variable q, which

represents the time at which all packets stored in the buffer depart, and the buffer becomes idle. This time is de-

fined relative to the starting time of the targeted cycle. Hereafter, we will use this q to denote buffer occupancy.

The buffer manager calculates the delays for new packets coming from all ports during each cycle time T cycle

based on round robin scheduling at ports �� �� � � � � N . Theoretically, q � tn is a sufficient delay for each packet

to avoid packet collision. Unfortunately, due to the discrete-time nature of the FDL buffer, the delay given to

one packet must be 
nD, where 
n � dq�tn
D

e. A packet enters delay line d�n
if 
n � B, and it is discarded

if 
n � B. When the packet enters the delay line, the buffer occupancy, q, changes to q � 
nD � tn � ln to

properly handle packets at the subsequent ports. After calculating the packet delays for all ports, q is changed

to q � max�q � T� �� to provide appropriate buffer management during the next cycle. We show the pseudo-

code for this scheduling in Fig. 3, where “packet n is given delay 
nD”means that the corresponding packet is

switched to delay line d�n
. Since up to N packets arriving at N ports must be handled sequentially in a cycle,

the time complexity is O�N�.

Assume that four packets, A through D, arrive at the buffer during the same cycle, and that one packet, E,

arrives during the next cycle as shown in Fig. 2(a). The buffer manager determines that packets A, B, and C will

be switched to delay lines d�� d�, and d�, respectively, and that packet D will be discarded due to buffer over-

flow (i.e., it is switched to the sink). The buffering and discarding functions are performed by driving the optical

switch. Figure 2(b) shows the assigned FDLs and the relative position of the packets from the output port just

after packet A has been switched to delay line d�. As illustrated in the figure, the three packets depart from the
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for n �� � to N do
begin

if (ln � �) then begin
if q � B then begin

Packet n is given delay qD;
q �� q � �; end

else Packet n is discarded;
end

end
q �� max�q � �� ��;

Figure 4: Pseudo-code for sequential scheduling of synchronously arriving, fixed-length packets

buffer without collision. Figure 2(c) shows logical packet position in the FDL buffer when packets are assigned

as shown in Fig. 2(b). As can be seen in the figure, there are void spaces between two continuous packets. Due

to the discrete-time nature of the FDL buffer, there is a space of � � 
nD � q � tn in the optical buffer between

a new packet and the previously arrived, adjacent packet. We can use a “void filling” approach [22] to improve

the buffer utilization. However, the time complexity of this approach limits the speed of the ports of the packet

switch, because it is greater than that in the sequential approach. Moreover, void filling may cause inconsisten-

cies in arrival/departure order of packets. In sequential scheduling, the departure order of the packets may be

different from their arrival order. In the example in Fig. 2, packet B arrives at the buffer before packet A, but

packet A departs first. However, focusing on each input port, the arrival order of the packets is identical to their

departure order, except for the discarded packets. For example, packet E will depart the buffer after packet A.

Consistency in the arrival/departure order of packets at each port gives better performance for higher layer ap-

plications than when there is inconsistency. This is because multiple packets in a flow or a connection (e.g.,

TCP) usually follow the same route on the Internet. To achieve better performance at the same port speed and

to preserve consistency, it is important to determine unit delay D of each FDL and use sequential scheduling.

In Refs. [21, 25], the authors showed that the packet loss probability can be minimized by setting D at around

����� when the offered load is ���, where ��� is the mean packet length.

3 High-Speed Buffer Management based on a Parallel and Pipeline Processing

for Synchronous Fixed-Length Packets

In this section, we propose a high-speed buffer management mechanism based on parallel and pipeline process-

ing for synchronously arriving, fixed-length packets. Although this mechanism requires the use of optical syn-

chronization systems at the input ports of the packet switch [21, 20], the arrival gap and the packet length are not

needed to determine packet delays and update buffer occupancy. For example, the pseudo-code for sequential

scheduling shown in Fig. 3 can be described as shown in Fig. 4. Here, the packet length and cycle time T are

identical to the unit length of FDLs D, and buffer occupancy q is normalized by D. The electronic operation of

buffer management becomes simple.
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Figure 5: Parallel and pipeline processing architecture (N � �)

3.1 Multi-Processor Architecture and Its Functional Partitioning

The throughput of the sequential scheduling is increased by introducing a parallel and pipeline processing archi-

tecture into the buffer manager. We show the architecture forN � � in Fig. 5. The architecture has �log�N � ��

pipeline stages, and it consists of processors (shown by circles) and registers (shown by rectangles). The front

�log�N� stages form a prefix operation part. �N � �k��� processors, Pk�n (n � �k�� � �� � � � � N ), are allo-

cated at the kth stage (k � �� �� � � � � log�N ). The last stage is a delay determination part. N � � processors,

Plog
�
N���n (n � �� � � � � N ) and Pq , are allocated. The solid lines show the bus for transferring the values, fk�n

(� � k � log�N , � � n � N ) and q, which are calculated at each processor. The dashed lines show the

bus for the values, ln (� � n � N ), which arrive at the input ports in the multi-processor architecture. Different

from the sequential scheduling, ln’s arrive at the input �log�N � ��-cycle before the packets arrive at the optical

switch in the FDL buffer. Arrival information to input port n (labelled “IN n” in the figure) is “1” if the packet

arrives at port n, and “0” otherwise. The buffer manager generates signal OUT n, which indicates the delays of

packets at port n. The delay signals activate the optical switch in the optical FDL buffer to give delays to the

packets.

By using the nature of the sequential scheduling, the delay for the packet arriving at port n is determined

as 
n � qstart � sn��, where qstart is the current status of the buffer occupancy (i.e., the buffer occupancy in

the beginning of the cycle) and sn�� is the relative delay of arriving packet at port n, assuming that no packet

is currently buffered and that all the arriving packets at ports � through �n � �� will be buffered according to

the sequential scheduling. For the synchronous case, the relative delay at port n is determined as the number

of packets arriving at ports � through �n� ��. For example, the relative delay of an arriving packet at port � is

always zero. The relative delay of a packet at port � is the packet length at port � if another packet arrives at port �

in the same cycle, and zero otherwise. N processors at the �log�N � �� stage, Plog
�
N���n (n � �� �� � � � � N ),
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1st stage: for each processor P�n, in parallel (n �� � to N )
fn�� �� ln � ln��;

2nd stage: for each processor P�n, in parallel (n �� 	 to N )
fn�� �� fn�� � fn����;

kth stage: for each processor Pkn, in parallel (n �� �k�� � � to N )
fn�k �� fn�k�� � fn��k���k��;

�log�N � ��th stage: for each processor P�log
�
N����n, in parallel (n �� � to N )

begin
if (ln � �) then exit;
�n �� q � fn���log

�
N ;

if (�n � B) then Packet n is given delay �nD;
else Packet n is discarded;

end

Figure 6: Pseudo-code for parallel and pipeline mechanism for synchronous case

are used to determine the delay simultaneously. The buffer occupancy is updated at the remaining processor Pq.

The relative delays, sn’s, are calculated by using parallel prefix operation, in which given N elements �

l�� l�� � � � � lN �, N prefix sums � s�� s�� � � � � sN � defined as �sn �
Pn

i�� li� are calculated by using N pro-

cessors [17, 18]. We incorporated pipeline processing into the parallel prefix operation by using front (log�N )

pipeline stages. The kth-stage processors are devoted to the kth stage of the parallel prefix operation. The value

flog
�
N�n after the log�N stages is the nth prefix sum sn, which is used for the delay determination, as described

earlier.

We describe procedures performed in each time cycle at each stage in the following subsection. Since none of

the procedures requires iteration, the time complexity in each processor becomesO���. The multi-processing ar-

chitecture increases the throughput of buffer management toN times larger than that of the round-robin schedul-

ing.

3.2 Internal Procedures

We first describe procedures in the prefix operation part, which includes front (log�N ) pipeline stages. The first-

stage processors performs the first operation of the parallel prefix part. For processor P�n �� � n � N�, values

ln and ln�� indicating whether packets arrive or not at ports n and �n� ��, respectively, in �log�N � �� cycles,

are inputted. The value is �, if there is a packet at the corresponding port, and it is � otherwise. Processor P�n
performs the procedure in Fig. 6 and generates fn��, which represents the number of packets at the two ports.

Value fn�� is stored in the corresponding register.

The second-stage processors are devoted to the second operation of the parallel prefix part. For processorP�n
�� � n � N�, the inputs are connected to the registers of the two first-stage processors, P�n and P��n��. Proces-

sor P��n thus receives fn�� and fn���� and performs the procedure in Fig. 6. It generates fn��, which represents

the number of packets at ports max�n� �� �� through n. Value fn�� is stored in the corresponding register.

The kth-stage processors are devoted to the kth operation of the parallel prefix part. For processor Pkn
(� � k � log�N , �k�� � � � n � N ), the inputs are connected to the registers of the two �k � ��th-stage pro-

cessors based on the following predetermined rule: the inputs of processor Pkn are connected to the registers
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of processors Pk���n and Pk���n��k�� . Processor Pkn thus receives fn�k�� and fn��k���k��; it then performs

the procedure in Fig. 6 and generates fn�k, which represents the number of packets at ports max�n� �k ��� ��

through n. Value fn�k is stored in the corresponding register.

By performing the above procedures at the front log�N stages, each output of the (log�N )th stage generates

a prefix sum from ports � throughn (n � �� �� � � � � N). The prefix sum is the number of packets arriving at ports �

through n, which represents the relative delays of packets arriving at port (n� �).

We will now describe the delay determination part at the �log�N � ��th stage. N processors are devoted

to delay determination. For processor P�log
�
N����n (� � n � N ), the inputs are connected to the register of the

�log�N�th stage processor, Plog
�
N�n��. Processor P�log

�
N����n thus receives fn���log

�
N , which is the relative

delay for packet at port n. At the same time, the processor also receives the original information about packet

arrival ln and the buffer occupancy q. The delay to a packet at port n is determined by sum of the buffer occu-

pancy and the relative delay. When ln �� �, processor P�log
�
N����n performs the procedure in Fig. 6. The packet

on port n is given delay 
nD if 
n � B, where 
n � q � fn���log
�
N . It is discarded if 
n � B.

At the last stage, the buffer occupancy is updated at processor Pq . The input of the processor is connected

to the register of processor Plog
�
N�N . Processor Pq thus receives fN�log

�
N , and updates q as follows.

q � max
�
min�q � fN�log

�
N � B�� �� �

�
� (1)

Note that term q � � in the last column in Fig. 4 is replaced with min�q � fN�log�N � B�� �. We use this term

to preserve the consistency of the scheduling mechanism. In sequential scheduling, the buffer occupancy is not

updated when a packet is discarded. In contrast, in the proposed mechanism, value fN�log
�
N indicates the number

of arriving packets, and it may also include the number of discarded ones. To avoid overestimation of buffer

occupancy, we introduced the above term.

4 Extension in Support of Asynchronous Variable-Length Packets

We extend our parallel and pipeline processing mechanism described in the previous section to support asyn-

chronously arriving variable-length packets. With this extension, optical synchronization and packet fragmen-

tation are not needed.

4.1 Concatenated Packets

The point of allowing the asynchronous variable-length packets is how to determine the relative delays of such

packets. If we use optical synchronization, we can directly calculate prefix sums by using the packet lengths as

elements. However, because of the discrete-time nature of the FDL buffer and the absence of synchronization,

we must take into account the arrival gap (i.e., the time difference between the start of each cycle and the packet

arrival time) and the packet length. To set an appropriate interval between two packets to avoid packet contention

in the optical buffer, we introduce fictitious concatenated packets that multiple packets arriving at different ports

in a cycle are fictitiously connected to. We define length l� of each concatenated packet, which consists of two

packets as follows.

l� �

�
t� � l� � t�

D

�
D � t� � l� � t�� (2)
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where t� and l� are, respectively, the arrival gap and the length of the front packet, and t� and l� are those of

the following packet. We also define arrival gap t� of a concatenated packet as t� � t� if l� � � (i.e., no packet

arrives at the front port in the cycle) and t� � t� otherwise. A concatenated packet is shown in Fig. 7. We use

the above definitions in our extension. Figure 8 shows the length of concatenated packets generated at each

stage in the prefix operation part. Each notation is defined in Subsection 4.2. By maintaining an appropriate

interval between two packets, we avoid packet contention in the optical buffer. We thus calculate relative delays

of arriving packets, assuming that no packet is currently buffered and that all the arriving packets will be buffered

according to sequential scheduling.

4.2 Multi-Processor Architecture and Internal Procedures

We use a multi-processor architecture similar to that for synchronously arriving packets, except for the internal

procedures and interconnected bus widths. For asynchronous case, the bus represented by the solid lines in Fig. 5

are used to transfer the lengths (fn�k) and the arrival gaps (tn�k) of the concatenated packets, and buffer occu-

pancy q, which are calculated at each processor. The bus represented by the dashed lines are used to transfer the

lengths (ln) and the arrival gaps (tn) of the packets which arrive at the optical buffer. The architecture consists

of �log�N � �� pipeline stages: the front log�N stages are performed in the prefix operation part, and the last

stage is performed in the delay determination part. In this subsection, we describe the procedure at each stage.

None of the procedures requires iteration although each procedure is slightly longer than that for synchronously

arriving packets. We still achieve O��� time complexity for each processor even with the extended mechanism.

We first describe procedures in the prefix operation part. The first-stage processors are devoted to the first

operation of the parallel prefix part. For processor P�n �� � n � N�, the following information is inputted

about the packets that will arrive at the buffer in �log�N � �� cycle time.

� ln and tn: The length and the arrival gap, respectively, for the packet arriving at port n.

� ln�� and tn��: The length and the arrival gap, respectively, for the packet arriving at port n� �.

If no packet arrives at port n, ln � tn � � is given. Processor P�n performs the procedure in Fig. 9, in which
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1st stage: for each processor P�n, in parallel (n �� � to N )
begin

if (ln�� � �) then tn�� �� tn
else tn�� �� tn��;
if (ln � � then fn�� �� ln��

else begin

�n ��

�
tn�� � ln�� � tn

D

�
;

fn�� �� �nD � tn � ln � tn��;
end ;

end

2nd stage: for each processor P�n, in parallel (n �� 	 to N )
begin

if (fn���� � �) then tn�� �� tn��
else tn�� �� tn����;
if (fn�� � �) then fn�� �� fn����;
else begin

�n ��

�
tn���� � fn���� � tn��

D

�
;

fn�� �� �nD � tn�� � fn�� � tn����;
end ;

end

kth stage: for each processor Pkn, in parallel (n �� �k�� � � to N )
begin

if (fn��k���k�� � �) then tn�k �� tn�k��

else tn�k �� tn��k���k��;
if (fn�k�� � �) then fn�k �� fn��k���k��

else begin

�n ��

�
tn��k���k�� � fn��k���k�� � tn�k��

D

�
;

fn�k �� �nD � tn�k�� � fn�k�� � tn��k���k��;
end ;

end

Figure 9: Pseudo-code for the prefix operation part of the parallel and pipeline mechanism for asynchronous case

the length and arrival gap of the concatenated packet is calculated according to the definition in the previous

subsection. It generates two values, fn�� and tn��, which represent the length and arrival gap, respectively, for

the concatenated packet. The values are stored in the corresponding register.

The second-stage processors are devoted to the second operation of the parallel prefix part. For processor

P�n (� � n � N ), the inputs are connected to the registers of the two first-stage processors, P�n and P��n��.

Processor P�n thus receives fn��, tn��, fn����, and tn����; it performs the procedure in Fig. 9 to generate fn��
and tn��, which represent the length and arrival gap, respectively, for the new concatenated packet.

The kth-stage processors are devoted to the kth operation of the parallel prefix part. For processor Pkn
(�k�� � � � n � N , �k�� � � � n � N ), the inputs are connected to the registers of the two �k � ��th-stage

processors based on the following predetermined rule: the inputs of processor Pkn are connected to the reg-

isters of processors Pk���n and Pk���n��k�� . Processor Pkn thus receives fn�k��, tn�k��, fn��k���k��, and

tn��k���k��; it performs the procedure in Fig. 9 and generates fn�k and tn�k, which represent the length and

12



(log�N � �)th stage: for each processor P�log
�
N����n, in parallel (n �� � to N )

begin
if (ln � �) then exit;
if (fn���k � �) then q� �� q;

else q� ��
�
q � tn���k

D

�
� tn���k � fn���k;

�n ��

�
q� � tn

D

�
;

if (�n � B) then Packet n is given delay �nD;
else Packet n is discarded;

end

queue update: if (fN�k � �) then q �� max�q � T� ��
else begin

� ��

�
q � tN�k

D

�
;

if (� � B) then
q �� max �tN�k � fN�k ��D � T� ��; /* replaced by Eq.(3) */

else q �� q � T ;
end

Figure 10: Pseudo-code for delay determination part of the parallel and pipeline mechanism for asynchronous
case

arrival gap, respectively, for the new concatenated packet. Values fn�k and tn�k are stored in the corresponding

register.

By performing the above procedures at the front (log�N ) stages, each output of the (log�N )th stage gener-

ates a prefix sum from ports � through n (n � �� �� � � � � N ). The prefix sum is the length and arrival gap of the

concatenated packets arriving at ports � through n, which represent the relative delays of the packets arriving at

port (n� �).

We will now describe the delay determination part at the �log�N � ��th stage. N processors P�log
�
N����n

(� � n � N ) are devoted to delay determination. For processor P�log
�
N����n, the inputs are connected to the

register of the log�N th stage processorPlog
�
N�n��. ProcessorP�log

�
N����n thus receives fn���log

�
N and tn���log

�
N ,

which indicate the relative delay for packet at port n. At the same time, the processor also receives original in-

formation (ln and tn) and buffer occupancy q. When ln �� �, processor P�log
�
N����n first calculates q�, which

represents the time at which all packets arriving at ports � through (n� �) will depart, by using the buffer oc-

cupancy and the relative delay. It then calculates 
nD, which is the delay for the packet at port n. Finally, the

packet is given delay 
nD if 
n � B, and it is discarded if 
n � B. The procedure is described in Fig. 10

At the last stage, the buffer occupancy is updated at processor Pq . The input of the processor is connected

to the register of processor Plog
�
N�N . Processor Pq thus receives fN�log

�
N and tN�log

�
N , which represent the

length and arrival gap, respectively, for the concatenated packet originally consisting of up toN packets arriving

at ports � through N . The processor updates q as in Fig. 10.

The parallel and pipeline scheduling mechanism for asynchronously arriving variable-length packets slightly

overestimates the buffer occupancy, however, it provides N times faster buffer management than sequential

scheduling. Even if processors fP�log
�
N����ng’s decide that some of the packets cannot be assigned due to buffer

overflow, processor Pq simultaneously updates the buffer occupancy by assuming that all the packets can enter
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Table 1: Specification
Clock speed (��T ) 78.2 MHz
Port speed (C) 40.0 Gbps
Number of inputs (N) 8
Minimum packet length (lmin) 64 bytes
Maximum packet length (MTU ) 2,047 bytes
Number of FDLs (B) 31
Unit length of FDLs (D) 3.125 m (64 bytes)

the buffer. For instance, when the front two packets in Fig. 8 are assigned to appropriate FDLs and the actual

buffer occupancy reaches full, the length of the remaining six packets is also added to the buffer occupancy.

The degradation of the performance of the scheduling resulting from the above overestimation is acceptable,

which will be shown in Section 6. We can minimize overestimation by taking into account the fact that the actual

buffer occupancy never exceeds the sum of the buffer size (B �D) and the maximum packet length. We achieve

this by substituting the fifth line in processor Pq’s procedure into the following equation.

q � max �min�tN�k � fN�k �
D�BD �MTU�� T� �� � (3)

where MTU is the maximum transfer unit (MTU) of packets. We also show the performance of the scheduling

Section 6.

5 Hardware Feasibility

We designed hardware for buffer management based on the proposed mechanism and the architecture to verify

the feasibility of hardware size and high-speed management. The buffer management scheme is capable of han-

dling asynchronous, variable-length packets, which was described in the previous section. Instead of implement-

ing the scheme, we simulated our buffer management scheme after performing a place-and-route operation on

a 0.22�m FPGA device. We modified the mechanism to match it with a hardware description language (HDL).

We show the specifications of the buffer manager in Table 1. As shown in the table, we can verify that the buffer

manager for 8�8 photonic packet switches works at a frequency of 78.2MHz, which is equivalent to 40Gbps

ports. This equivalence is based on the minimum packet length and it is given by the following equation.

C � �lmin � fmax � ����� (4)

whereC , fmax, and lmin are the port speed (Gbps), the frequency (MHz), and the minimum packet length (byte),

respectively.

We next investigate the feasibility of the buffer management hardware depending on the number of ports of

the packet switch. We use the latest 0.13�m FPGA devices as target hardware, in which ��� ��� logic cells are

highly integrated. We estimate the number of logic cells required for the buffer management hardware by using

logic synthesis software. The estimation is shown in Fig. 11. Since the space complexity of our architecture is

O�N logN�, we also plot function ��N log�N for reference purposes.

We observe that the rate of increase of logic cells for N in our architecture is smaller than that in the ref-

erence function, and the number of logic cells in the reference function at N � ��� does not reach the number
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Figure 11: Hardware feasibility depending on the number of ports

of accommodated logic cells on the target FPGA. Thus, our buffer management can support 128-port packet

switches. Since 0.13�m FPGA devices provide faster frequency than 0.22�m FPGAs, our buffer management

scheme can support 40Gbps ports. Thus we can conclude that a 128�128 packet switch with ��Gbps ports is

feasible. By using our buffer management mechanism, a photonic packet switch can easily provide at least ten

times as much throughput as the latest 48�48 IP routers with ��Gbps ports. We can expect further speedup of

the buffer management by critical path optimization of the hardware or by using ASICs.

6 Scheduling Performance

We show the effect on the parallel and pipelined scheduling scheme through simulation experiments. First, in

Subsection 6.1, we compare our scheme with sequential scheduling for optical FDL buffers. In Subsection 6.2,

we compare our scheme with a management scheme for RAM buffers. Although the void spaces in the FDL

buffer make buffer utilization less efficient compared to the efficiency of RAM buffer utilization, we show that

our high-speed buffer management compensates for this inefficiency.

6.1 Comparison of Parallel and Pipeline Scheduling with Sequential Scheduling

We use two sequential scheduling schemes. One is the ideal sequential scheduling, which can handle packets at

the same port speed as in the parallel and pipeline scheduling scheme. The other is theO�N� sequential schedul-

ing, in which the port speed becomes slower than in the parallel and pipeline scheduling in proportion to the

time complexity. In the latter case, we assume that the port speed is �
N�� times that in the parallel and pipeline

scheduling because the sequential scheduling requires �N � �� steps to handle packets in one cycle (N steps for

the determination of delays of up to N packets and the remaining step for subtraction). We set N � � in this

evaluation.

In Subsection 6.1.1, we show the delay and packet loss probability for packets of which lengths are dis-

tributed quasi-exponentially. In Subsection 6.1.2, we evaluate the packet loss probability by using actual traced

data.

6.1.1 Packet Delay and Packet Loss Probability

In this simulation, we focus on an output buffer of a photonic packet switch. We generate ��	 packets. The

packets arrive according to a Poisson process, identically set for all the input ports. The mean packet length
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Figure 13: Packet loss probability (B � ��� D � ��
bytes)

of each arriving packet is 141.6bytes. The packet length is distributed quasi-exponentially, and the length of

each arriving packet is determined as follows. First, we generate a random value as the packet length according

to an exponential distribution with a mean of 128bytes. When the length is smaller (larger) than the minimum

(maximum) packet length, it is changed into 64bytes (1,500bytes). In the proposed scheduling, the offered load

reaches 1.0 at an arrival rate of around 0.45.

We show the delay performance of three scheduling methods (i.e., parallel and pipeline scheduling, O�N�

sequential scheduling, and ideal sequential scheduling) for a case of a finite number of FDLs, B � �� in Fig. 12.

We also show the performance of the parallel and pipeline scheduling scheme that minimizes the overestimation

of buffer occupancy by using Eq. (3), which is labelled “Parallel + MTU” in the figure. The vertical axis is the

delay time normalized by the minimum packet length (i.e., 64bytes). The unit time is 12.8nsec when the port

speed is 40Gbps. The delay time is defined as the sum of the time needed for scheduling and the time in the

FDL buffer. The horizontal axis is the packet arrival rate at the optical buffer, where the rate is normalized by

the minimum packet length at the port speed in parallel and pipeline scheduling.

We clearly find that the delay in the parallel and pipeline scheduling is much smaller than that in the O�N�

sequential scheduling. This can be accounted for by the following two reasons. First, the processing delay of the

parallel and pipeline scheduling scheme is ��� times that of the O�N� sequential scheduling. The parallel and

pipeline scheduling scheme requires four processors in a sequence to determine the delay of the packets. On the

other hand, it can reduce the per-processor processing time to one-ninth due to the difference in time complexity

between the parallel and pipeline scheduling and the O�N� sequential scheduling. Secondly, the difference in

the offered load results in delays in the FDL buffer. The port speed in the parallel and pipeline scheduling is nine

times faster than that in the O�N� sequential scheduling.

Figure 13 shows performance of scheduling schemes in terms of packet loss probability. The vertical axis

shows the packet loss probability. The horizontal axis shows the arrival rate. We find that the parallel and pipeline

scheduling scheme clearly outperforms theO�N� sequential scheduling scheme with respect to packet loss prob-

ability. The main reason for this result is the difference in the offered load as described above.

From Fig. 12, we can also see that the delay in the parallel and pipeline scheduling is larger than that in the

ideal sequential scheduling. The difference is only time equivalent to three minimum-length packets, which is

negligible for high-speed ports. The difference arises from the increase in the number of processors required for

the pipeline stages. The overestimation of buffer occupancy does not significantly affect the delay performance.

In Fig. 13, we can see that the packet loss probability in the parallel and pipeline scheduling is slightly larger than
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Figure 15: Packet loss probability (B � ��� D � ��
bytes)
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that in the ideal sequential scheduling due to the overestimation of buffer occupancy. However, the performance

degradation is quite acceptable compared to the degradation of the O�N� sequential scheduling.

In order to reduce the packet loss probability in parallel and pipeline scheduling, we can increase the number

of FDLs. In Figs. 14 and 15, we show the delay and packet loss performance for B � ��. We find that the

parallel and pipeline scheduling improves performance in terms of the packet loss probability while all its other

advantages are preserved.

6.1.2 Influences of Packet Length Distribution

Since the Internet packet length does not follow an exponential distribution, we then investigate its influence on

the scheduling performance. For this purpose, we use actual traced data [19]. We modify the data so that the

length of the packets smaller (larger) than 64bytes (1,500bytes) is changed to 64bytes (1,500bytes). The mean

packet length is 266.4bytes. Figure 16 show the packet length distribution. The offered load reaches 1.0 at an

arrival rate of around 0.24 in the parallel and pipeline scheduling.

Figure 17 shows the packet loss probability depending on the packet arrival rate. From this figure, we find

that the difference in packet loss probability between the parallel and pipeline scheduling and ideal sequential

scheduling is almost the same as that in quasi-exponentially distributed packet length. We can expect that the

influence of packet length distribution is not very significant and that the performance degradation due to the

overestimation of buffer occupancy is quite permissible.
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bytes)

6.2 Comparison to Electronic RAM Buffer Management

Since FDL buffers inherently have void spaces between two optical packets, the utilization of such buffers is less

efficient than that of RAM buffers. However, the parallel and pipeline scheduling for FDL buffers compensates

for this inefficiency because it enables increasing the port speed more than the other scheduling methods. In this

subsection, we compare the performance of our parallel and pipeline scheduling in an FDL buffer with that of

several scheduling methods for an electronic RAM buffer. One feasible method for RAM buffers isO��logN���

scheduling [16], but it is much slower than our scheduling. We therefore use fictional O�N���
��, O�N ������,

and O��� methods for the RAM buffer. We set N � �. The packet arrival process and the distribution of the

packet length are the same as in Subsection 6.1.1.

Figures 18 and 19 show the performance of scheduling schemes in terms of the delay and packet loss prob-

ability, respectively. The port speed of the packet switch labelled “O�x�” is ��x times that in the parallel and

pipelined method for operating all the packets. Since the RAM buffer does not have any void spaces, the perfor-

mance of the parallel and pipeline scheduling for the FDL buffer is no better than that of theO��� scheduling for

the RAM buffer, and it is almost the same as that of the O�N������ scheduling for the RAM buffer except for the

delay performance at low arrival rates. The O�N������ scheduling for RAM buffer, which is never proposed, is

needed to provide the same performance as that of photonic packet switches. We conclude that photonic packet

switches using the parallel and pipeline scheduling scheme compensate for the inefficiency in buffer utilization

due to void spaces and provide much better performance than electronic packet switches.

7 Concluding Remarks

We have investigated a high-speed buffer management mechanism for output-buffered photonic packet switches.

We have developed an mechanism based on parallel and pipeline processing and its architecture. Since the time

complexity of each processor is O���, the proposed mechanism provides N times faster processing than the ex-

isting O�N� mechanism, where N is the number of ports of the packet switch. We have used the mechanism

of buffer management for handling asynchronously arriving variable-length packets. We needed to access its

feasibility because the space complexity of the architecture is O�N logN�. We have thus conducted hardware

simulation experiments after performing a place-and-route operation and have verified feasibility of the FPGA-
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based buffer manager for 8�8 photonic packet switches with 40Gbps ports, which is capable of variable-length

packets of which minimum is 64bytes. We also have found that our buffer manager can support 128�128 pho-

tonic packet switches with 40Gbps ports, which can provide ten times as much throughput as the latest electronic

IP routers. We expect further speedup of the buffer management by critical path optimization of the hardware

or by using ASICs. The proposed mechanism overestimates buffer occupancy to enable parallel processing for

delay determination and the update of the buffer occupancy in the delay determination part. The performance

degradation resulting from this overestimation is quite acceptable through simulation experiments.
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